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QINGDAO EMPIRE-PROFESSIONAL LIVESTOCK SLAUGHTERING HOUSE & MEAT DEEP PROCESSING SOLUTIONS               

INSTRUCTION MANUAL 
Machine Name Sheep/goat De-hair Machine 

Model QE-S109 Origin China 

 

Max Capacity 100Sheep/goat Per Hour 
Design Principle  Electric Controlling 

Used To 
Which mainly used for sheep/goat carcass hair removed, the 
sheep/goat will be scalding for two-three minutes in hot water, and 
the machine suitable for different size sheep/goat 

Operation 
Instruction  

 The machine will be installation behind sheep/goat 
scalding machine, the mainly frame of machine will be 
fixed on ground by expansion bolt 

 The sheep/goat will be put into machine when finished 
scalding, and the sheep/goat will be complete de-hair through 
motor driving six sets de-hair roller and the roller surface insert 
rubber sticks, the sheep/goat complete be de-haired through 
the rubber stick patting carcass, the de-haired period will 
continue for one minutes, then open the machine and 
de-haired sheep/goat carcass will out automatic. 

 The machine will connect with hot water source and 
spraying hot water into machine When sheep/goat carcass 
de-hair, this is good for removed sheep/goat hair more 
complete, meanwhile the spraying water can cleaning 
sheep/goat carcass 

Maintain 
Instruction 

 The user must check all electric connect and rotating parts 
regular lubrication condition before switch on electric 

 The user have to cleaning machine per shift working 
both inside and outside, this is good to improve machine 
working condition and working life 

 The de-haired rubber stick should be check for loosing 
per shift, and replace broken rubber stick in time 

 The user should pay attention to timely for chain tension 
and adjustment chain tension is moderate 

Characteristic  Easy Operation  Simple Structure   Safe Operation  

Electrical  
Voltage (V) Frequency (HZ) Power(KW) 

380/220 50-60 4 

Consumption  
Water(L/H) Compressed Air(L/T) Steam(kg/h) 

500   

Out-Size And Weight 
L(mm) W(mm) H(mm) weight(kg) 
1700 1580 1200 About 500Kg 

Material Stainless Steel  Hot Galvanized Steel Rubber Stick 
Components Driving Chain Rubber Stick Mainly Frame Rotating Axis 

Remark 
Scalding Temp Max Loading De-haired Time Axis Qty 

60OC~65OC 50Kg 40-60Seconds Six Pieces 
 


